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The book is very well printed, slightly marred by some inevitable typographical errors.
It is cheaply bound, but can be procured in any type of binding.

It may be safely predicted that this new edition will enjoy
predecessors.
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the wide popularity of its
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NOTES AND NEWS
The Magazine R ocks and. Minerals of Peekskill, New York, is sponsoring a mineralogical

tour through Norway from July 4 to Aug. 13, t936. Ample opportunity will be given to
visit the famous mineral localities and to collect specimens. The Open Road, 8 West 40th
St., New York City, wiII have charge of travel and business arrangements. While the rate
of $382 includes steamship passage in Third Class, Tourist Class accommodation may be
secured at an additional charge of $49. Those desiring further information should address
Mr. Richmond E. Myers, 222E.Union St., Bethlehem, Pa., who will serve as Director of
the tour.

Professor W. J. Mc Caughey, Chairman of the Department of Mineralogy, at Ohio
State University, has been selected as the Edward Orton, Jr., Fellow Lecturer for 1936.
Dr. Mc Caughey is an eminent authority on the application of petrographic methods to
the study of ceramic materials. "Contribution of mineralogy to ceramic technology and
ceramic research" has been chosen as the title of the lecture which will be given on March
31 before the American Ceramic Society which is to hold its annual meeting at Columbus,
Ohio.
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A teaching fellowship in mineralogy has been established at Stanford University. The
fellowship is open to graduate students who intend to specialize in mineralogy, and pref-
erence will be given to those who have had one or two years of graduate work. The chief
duty of the fellow is to assist in laboratory instruction. Not more than eight or nine hours
work a week will be required. The amount of the fellowship is $750.

Application for the year 1936-37 , accompanied by testimonial letters, should be made
to Professor Austin F. Rogers, Box 87, Stanford University, California.

Correction

The theoretical composition to correspond to the formula given in Column 4,Table 4
(Analyses of vesuvianite), page 8, January issue of The Amukan Minualogi.st, should,
read:
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